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EDI TESTING
In today’s marketplace, there’s a lot of emphasis
on electronic business-to-business transactions
making Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) a
major force that drives multi-billion dollar
industries each year. As more businesses adopt
e-Commerce strategies, these technologies will
continue to grow. This makes quality an
increasing factor in business continuity,
especially with Trading Partners and Web Data
Integration. We can help you:
•

Test earlier, smarter, and faster –
Increase quality of trading partner data
and start receiving clean EDI data now by
using SQA Solution's experienced EDI
testing
resources
throughout
your
business integration process.

•

Find critical issues earlier – Accelerate
your Time-to-Market by preventing delays
that are caused by issues normally found
late in the cycle.

•

Pay only for what you need – Minimize
testing costs leveraging SQA Solution's
On-Demand delivery model.

OUR EDI TESTING SERVICES
Whether you are already using EDI or
e-Commerce transactions in your business or
you are just starting to explore the potential
benefits, we can help.

SQA Solution can assist you to develop,
implement, and manage your testing approach to
meet desired quality goals. SQA Solution has
solutions
for
every
kind
of
EDI
or
e-Commerce-related testing project.

How SQA Solution Can Help You
Want to learn more about how SQA Solution
can help you to create and implement your
organization’s EDI Testing test strategies?
Contact Us to get detailed information about
what’s included in our services.
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TRADING PARTNER TESTING SERVICES
•

Implementing a robust testing process is a smart way to establish a successful trading relationship with your
EDI partners, and SQA Solution can help you achieve successful data exchange. We rigorously validate that
all agreed data exchange points successfully exchange data.

•

Leveraging On-Demand testing strategies, such as SQA Solution, to support your Trading Partner testing is
a smart way to go. It’s not always cost-effective for companies to maintain QA resources that are capable of
sufficiently managing each testing cycle, especially when the validation process is only performed when new
documents or Trading Partners are brought online.

WEB DATA INTEGRATION TESTING SERVICES
•

With SQA Solution's web integration services, we can help you integrate data collected in web-based
applications with your accounting or ERP systems or with your Data Warehouses. This streamlines
processes, reducing and eliminating manual data entry.

SQA Solution's EDI Testers are experienced with EDI testing process and have successfully managed and
validated hundreds of trading partners. Our EDI testing resources and knowledge can be leveraged to manage
your company’s EDI testing processes. Subsequently, you can focus on your business and avoid the pitfalls of
trying to take a learn-as-you-go approach to achieve success with valuable trading partner relationships. Our
testers are experts, skilled in solving business challenges relating to:

EDI systems design test review

EDI systems testing

XML message integration testing

SQL database testing

Website data integration

Web Services

Data Transformation and Integration testing

ANSI X12 standards implementation
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